The smarter way to do business
OfficeServ 7030, 7100, 7200S, 7200, 7400
The OfficeServ 7000 series has been designed to deliver advanced
voice, data and wireless communications in a single IP platform.

Businesses can deploy OfficeServ 7000 to build sophisticated telephony applications,
secure data-communications infrastructure and policy-driven networks. OfficeServ 7000
series has a comprehensive range of features and functionality
and offers an effective, affordable solution for any organisation.
So, whether you are a small office, a head office or a branch of
a larger organisation with a need to take advantage of
cutting-edge solutions, the OfficeServ 7000 series becomes
heart of your communications network.

Modular design for efficient scale
The OfficeServ 7000 comes in five variants, from the entry level 7030 to the 7100, 7200S,
7200 and 7400. The systems can be configured to
accommodate 4 to 480 extensions at a single site
and combined to link 1,000 sites. Systems use
common interface modules and can utilise the same
software applications and terminals.

Feature Richness
OfficeServ makes unified communications solutions deployment simple, without sacrificing
features and functionality for mission-critical business applications: security systems, policy
management and advanced telephony.

Voice Messaging

Applications

All of the OfficeServ systems in the range
have a powerful voice messaging
Capability, including large capacity
recording, the ability to send your voice
message to email. Other high end
facilities include Q&A mailboxes, group
mailboxes, personal auto attendant and
the ability to process faxes can also be
enabled.

The OfficeServ systems provide a
platform for a whole range of
applications including, generic personal
productivity, presence and messaging as
well as more specialist applications for
Call Centres, Hotels, Healthcare and Taxi
companies.
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Benefits
Remote Working

High-End Features

 Simple and easy mobile and VoIP home

 Systems provide an all-in-one solution for all

working.

teleworkers voice and data requirements.

 Great flexibility whilst maintaining control of

 OfficeServ incorporates a range of advanced

employees and costs.

features to support your business
applications.
 Enterprise class data capabilities that provide
on-board IP security, policy management
and VoIP Quality of Service.

 Increased employee productivity.
 Employees better connected.

Multi-Site
 Business applications accessible across all

sites

Flexibility and Scalability

 Enables operators and supervisors to monitor

 Deploy a combination of IP, digital or

and assist a dispersed virtual team.
 Desk to desk accessibility across multi-sites
including numerous features.

analogue connectivity throughout your
operation to suit different requirements.
 Scalability and interoperability between
systems.

Cost Control
 Install and manage remote sites without leaving

your office.
 Implement centralised cost tracking, security
alerts and departmental billing.
 Reduced total cost of ownership.

Security and Resilience
 IP handsets can register up to 3 back up

failover systems.
 Systems can restrict connections to only
known and registered IP handsets.

OfficeServ 7000 Switch Maximum* Matrix Feature Capacity
OfficeServ 7400

OfficeServ 7400

Account Codes

999

Number of Network Nodes

Authorisation Codes

500

Pick-up Groups

AOMs per Station (max)

4

Call Logs per station (max)
Total Call Log

50
5000

Call Keys

8

Class of Service

30

CLIP Translation Entries

2000

DDI Translation Entries

999

Emergency/ Override Codes
LCR Digit Tables Entries

8
2000

Network LCR Codes

999
99
2000

Speed Dials (Total)

950

System Speed Dial (max)

99

Station Groups
Group Members (Sequential or Distribute)

99

Group Members (Unconditional)

99
40

UCD Groups
Group Members (Sequential or Distribute)

99

Group Members (Unconditional)

32

Trunk Groups/Members

30/99

99

*Please visit www.samsungbusiness.com for the full OfficeServ 7000 Switch Matrix Feature Capacity
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